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abstract: - The target of this research is a job shop problem of about 2000 jobs with group constraints where
jobs are grouped and processed. In addition to difﬁculties of large-scale problems, an evaluation function of this
problem is not perfect practically, because there are many another evaluation factors, which human experts judges
empirically. Therefore, the ﬁnal goal of this research is creation of the solution which has almost minimum value
of the evaluation function and to which human experts’ empirical demand of modiﬁcation is reﬂected for two hours
with minimum human works.
To accomplish our purpose, we propose an integrated scheduling system with tabu search. This system consists of
a basic scheduling engine and a parallel scheduling, a parameter tuning and a modiﬁcation module. This system
uses empirical dispatching rules effectively, tunes parameter automatically, and makes modiﬁcation rapidly.
Through several experimentations, it is conﬁrmed that this integrated scheduling system can generate ﬁnal solution
which satisﬁes all constraints and humans demands, and whose evaluation value is almost equal to the experts’ one
for two hours without human works for setting time of rule application rates.
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1 Introduction
The target of this research is a job shop problem [1]
with group constraints. The constraint is that jobs have
to be grouped and processed together because a line
features jobs with the same process. Minimum and
maximum size restrictions exist in the total size of jobs
in a group. Since this problem deals with about 2000
jobs, there are enormous group combinations. Addi-
tionally, once a group composition is changed, a sched-
ule may also change drastically. Therefore, an effec-
tive search of many group combinations is necessary.
Furthermore, an evaluation function of this problem is
not perfect practically, because there are many other
evaluation factors, which human experts judges empir-
ically. Therefore, the ﬁnal goal of this research is cre-
ation of the solution which has almost minimum value
of the evaluation function and to which human experts’
empirical demand of modiﬁcation is reﬂected for two
hours with minimum human works.
To accomplish our purpose, we propose an inte-
grated scheduling system with tabu search. This sys-
tem consists of a basic scheduling engine and a paral-
lel scheduling, a parameter tuning and a modiﬁcation
module. The basic scheduling engine uses empirical
dispatching rules effectively by using tabu search, and
parallelschedulingmoduleacceleratessearchspeedfor
a large-scale problem. Parameter tuning module helps
setting good rule application rates in order to make
the basic scheduling engine high performance rapidly,
and modiﬁcation module modiﬁes schedules in order
to satisfy human demands rapidly.
2 Alarge-scalejobshopproblemwith
group constraints
2.1 Outline of the problem
The target of this research is a job shop problem with
group constraints. Jobs dealing with the same pro-
cess have to be grouped together for every line pro-
cess because of equipment constraints and efﬁciency,
as shown in the upper right of Fig. 1. Each group has a
process code showing which process have to be exce-
cuted. The total size of the jobs contained in a group is
called the group size, and it is constrained by minimum
1
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group on the line that had a different process code, it
requires additional time to change the machine setting
of the line.
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Figure 1: Job shop problem with group constraints
As shown at the bottom of Fig. 1, job informa-
tion, process information, and line information are the
inputs of this problem. The attribute values and con-
straintsofeachinputinthisproblemareasfollows: job
information consists of job size, production time limit
and process codes. Process information consists of the
minimum and maximum constraints of the total size of
jobs in all process codes, and group connection con-
straints which show whether groups can be processed
continuously after another process codes. Line infor-
mation is a set of process codes that show executable
processes on the line.
As a result, the schedule for every group is output
as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. Group attributes
consist of a process code, start time, ﬁnish time, and a
group’s jobs.
2.2 Evaluation Function
The evaluation parameters of this problem are aver-
age manufactured time needed for completion of all
jobs, the number of group changes, and the number
of idle line periods. The manufactured time needed
for completion is calculated from the start time of the
ﬁrst group containing the job to the ﬁnish time of the
last group containing the job. The number of group
changes means the number of times that the group pro-
cess code is changed. The number of idle line periods
is the number of idle times because no work is being
done. The number of group changes and the number of
idle line periods have weights for every line because of
differences in performance.
There is a trade-off between shortening the aver-
age manufactured time and decreasing the number of
the group changes and idle line periods. Therefore, the
weighted sum of those three evaluation factors is used
as a total evaluation value. The main purpose of this
research is minimizing the evaluation value V, which is
displayed as following expression:
V = WT £ T + WC £ C + WR £ R; (1)
where the average manufactured time is expressed by
T, its weight is WT, the number of group changes of
all lines is C, its weight is WC, the number of idle line
periods of all lines is R, and its weight is WR.
However, thisevaluationfunctionisnotperfectprac-
tically, because there are many another evaluation fac-
tors, which human experts judges empirically. There-
fore, the total goal of this research is creation of the
solution which has almost minimum value of the eval-
uation function and to which human experts’ empirical
demand of modiﬁcation is reﬂected for two hours with
minimum human works.
2.3 Difﬁculties of this problem
This problem is large-scale, because the number of ob-
ject is about 2,000. Moreover, group compositions and
order of groups makes a huge number of combinations.
Therefore, combinatorial explosion occurs.
Additionally, humandemandformodiﬁcationissen-
suous and empirical. So that, several repetitions of in-
puttinghuman demands with trial and error and search-
ingsolutionswhichsatisﬁesthehumandemandsrapidly.
Humaninterfaceandtheschedulingmethodwhichsearchs
them in the limited hours are necessary.
3 Aintegratedschedulingsystemwith
tabu search
3.1 Conﬁguration of the proposed system
In order to cope with those difﬁculties mentioned in
Subsection 2.3, an integrated scheduling system with
tabu search is proposed. The conﬁguration of the sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 2.
Thecoreofthissystemisabasicschedulingengine
using tabu search. In this engine, ﬁrst, an initial solu-
tion is generated using heuristics based on ﬂexibility,
then the solution is improved by applying tabu search
with empirical dispatching rules.
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Figure 2: Conﬁguration of an integrated scheduling
system with tabu search
However, the target problem is too large scale, only
the scheduling engine, calculation performance is not
enough rapid. Therefore, a parallel scheduling module
is added for rapid scheduling.
Furthermore, in parameter tuning of rule applica-
tion rates, because they makes very important roles
in quality of schedule and shortening calculation time,
and it takes a large amount of time by manual tuning,
automatic tuning module is developed.
Finally, formodiﬁcationbyhumanexperts’demand,
a modiﬁcation module is proposed. There, human in-
terface for inputting the demand and a control method
of dispatching rules of tabu search for rapid modiﬁca-
tion, are prepared.
Inthefollowingsubsections, thedetailofalgorithm
of those engine and modules are described.
3.2 Basic scheduling engine
In a basic scheduling engine, 2 steps are performed in
order to create a solution; namely, generation of an ini-
tial solution by analyzing job ﬂexibility and repeated
improvement of a solution by tabu search[2].
3.2.1 Generation of an initial solution by analyz-
ing job ﬂexibility
Based on an analysis of given job data, an initial solu-
tion is rapidly scheduled. When jobs are assigned to
the schedule, each job has the inﬂuence on the whole
schedule as a bottleneck. The degree of the inﬂuence
on the whole schedule is deﬁned as “ﬂexibility.” High
job ﬂexibility means that the job has less inﬂuence on
the entire schedule, and low ﬂexibility means a bigger
inﬂuence. Flexibility consists of the following two el-
ements:
² The number of processes
The number of processes for completion is dif-
ferent for each job. A job with a large number of
required processes has to be efﬁciently assigned
because it is processed through many lines.
² Operating ratio
Assuming that all jobs are assigned, the time re-
quired for processing each line is deﬁned as op-
erating time. The ratio of operating time of each
line to the longest operating time in all lines is
deﬁned as the operating ratio. Since lines with
largeoperatingratiosprocessmanyjobs, achange
of a schedule of the line can has large inﬂuence
on another lines.
When the number of required processes of job i is Li,
the l-th process of job i is processed in line Xl, weights
of those 2 elements are Wf1 and Wf2, and operating
ratio of line Xl is OXl, ﬂexibility of job i is deﬁned as:
Flexibility of job i = ¡(Wf1£Li+Wf2£
Li X
l=1
OXl):
(2)
3.2.2 Improvement of a solution by tabu search
Tabu search is a general-purpose repetition improve-
menttechniqueforsolvingcombinationalproblems[3].
In a tabu search, at ﬁrst, the neighborhood set N(x) is
generated, and deﬁned as the set of solutions obtained
by adding slight changes to a tentative solutionx. Then
the best solution y in N(x) is selected as the candidate
for the next tentative solution as shown in Fig. 3. Even
when y is inferior to x, a tabu search continues with
y as the next solution. To avoid returning to previous
solutions, a “tabu list” is used. A tabu list is the set of
the latest k solutions. The number of latest solutions k
is called a size of the tabu list. The neighborhood set
N(x) is generated by excluding solutions in the tabu
list.
N(X1)
N(X2)
N(X6)
N(Xi): neighborhood set of solution Xi
Taboo list
…
(k)
X1 X2
X6
X3 X5 X4
X1
X2
X3
Figure 3: Outline of tabu search
When tabu search is applied to this problem, focus-
ing attention on three kinds of evaluation parameters,
three rules that can expect improvement of each eval-
uation parameter are prepared. Application of one of
the rules will generate a neighborhood set. Moreover,
the rule used when improving a schedule is randomly
selected according to given their rule application rates.
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In order to accelerate the basic scheduling engine, a
parallel scheduling module is introduced[4]. Here by
several computers, parallel calculation is performed.
Each step, mentioned in Section 3.2, is improved, so
that generation of plural initial solutions and parallel
search method are introduced. Fig. 4 shows an outline
of this module.
2 3 best
3 2 best
2 3 best
2 3 best
best best
best best
The best solution
Initial solutions
Communication
4. Repeat 2 to 3
2.Taboo search is executed in parallel
3.Compare evaluation values of 
each slave and the best solution is 
transmitted to other slave
5. Search ends in designated time 
Compare
Transmit
1.Generate plural initial solutions
Compare
Transmit
Flow of a parallel taboo search
Figure 4: Outline of parallel scheduling module
3.3.1 Thepluralinitialsolutionschedulingmethod
The basic scheduling engine has created an initial solu-
tionusingtheﬂexibilitymentionedinSubsection3.2.1.
In order to generate plural initial solutions and to ﬁnd
a better solution in early stage of parallel searching,
the margin of production time limit is introduced as a
new component to determine ﬂexibility. Here, the mar-
gin of production time limit is slack time of required
all process until ﬁnish time of the last process of a
job. Whether the margin of production time limit of
a job is prior, average manufactured time has a various
value. Therefore, by introducing the margin of produc-
tion time limit, initial solutions with various average
manufactured time can be created. New ﬂexibility is
deﬁned as the following expressions:
Flexibility of job i = ¡(Wf1£Li+Wf2£
PLi
l=1 OXl)
+
2S+j
2S Wf3 £ Di
(j = ¡S + 1;¢¢¢;¡1;0;1;¢¢¢;S): (3)
where the margin of production time limit is Di, and
the number of initial solutions is 2S. By changing j
from ¡S+1 to S, 2S expressions of ﬂexibilities can be
created and plural initial solutions are generated. The
initial solutions are used in a parallel search method
explained in the next subsubsection.
3.3.2 A parallel search with tabu search
In parallel search, a master computer gets problem data
as input, controls some slave computers, and outputs
a schedule. In each slaves, tabu search with different
random factor is performed in order to prevent a solu-
tion from being in local optimum. When a slave ﬁnds
the best solution, the solution is send to another slaves
through the master as a new tentative solution.
An example is illustrated in Fig 5, which shows
that Slave 2 has begun a search from solution X10 of
Slave 1. To avoid returning to the solutions that Slave
1 has already found, the size of the tabu list of Slave 2
changes to T(> k) and receives the tabu list of Slave 1
with ﬁve recent solutions (X5, X6, X7, X8, X9). On
the other hand, the size of the tabu list of Slave 1 con-
tinues searching for the remaining k (Constant k is the
size of the tabu list explained in Section 3.2.2). Slave
2 begins the ﬁrst search from solution A11 and the size
of tabu list of Slave 2 keeps T until T-th search. After
(T + 1)th search, the size of the tabu list is changed to
k because the neighborhood set of Slave 2 is separated
from Slave 1’s.
Taboo list of A11
x5
x6
…
x9
A 11
A 12
A 13 A 13
A 15 A 15
A 16 A 16
Taboo list of X10： X9 Taboo list of X6： X5
Taboo list of X7： X6
A 14 A 14
Taboo list of A16：A15
Neighborhood set of 
Slave 1
Neighborhood set of 
Slave 1
Neighborhood set of 
Slave 2
Neighborhood set of 
Slave 2
Taboo list size：1
Taboo list size：5
Taboo list size：1
X5 X6 X7 X8 X9
X10 X11
X12
To avoid returning to the solution 
that Slave 1 has already found
Figure 5: Division of search space (k = 1;T = 5)
3.4 Parameter tuning module
Rule application rates in scheduling engine make very
important roles in quality of schedule and shortening
calculation time. Additionally, a large amount of time
and human experts’ work are necessary in manual tun-
ing. Therefore, automatic tuning module is developed.
In this module, line data, several sets of job data,
and initial rule application rates are input, and new rule
application rates suited to solve the sets of job data are
output by repeatedly tuning.
Issues of this automatic tuning is increasing the ap-
plication rates of the rules, whose improving abilities
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the combination with another rules.
The automatic tuning algorithm is described as fol-
low: First, Thebasicscheduleengineareexecutedwith
current rule application rates against each set of job
data. From the result, improved evaluation values by
application of dispatching rules in each repetition are
extracted, and the following two factors are calculated;
² average of decreased evaluation value when ev-
ery rule is applied once
² percentage when evaluation value is decreased
by application of every rule
From the products of those two factors of each rule,
the following tuning procedure is executed. All the
products are normalized between ¡p and p. p is de-
creased as tuning repetition advances. The normalized
product of each rule is added to current application rate
of it.
Finally, evaluationvalueoftheﬁnalsolutioniscom-
pared to the one of the previous repetition of tuning. If
current value is worse than the previous one, the added
value in the previous repetition is subtracted from the
currentapplicationrateofeachrulerandomlywithprob-
ability 1/2.
3.5 Modiﬁcation module
A modiﬁcation module has an interactive user inter-
face, where new constraints using evaluation factors
and another sub-evaluation factors can be input. A
solution which satisfy all those constraints have to be
found by the basic engine. The dispatching rules that
improve each input demand are prepared to improve
solution for tabu search. However, such rules have dif-
ferent feature and have bad inﬂuences to another rules
and there is also a trade-off among such rules. So that,
a method of dynamic change of applying rate of rules
in order to apply plural rules in effective order is pro-
posed.
When a dispatching rule is selected in tabu search
of the basic scheduling engine, the application rate of
eachrulearechangedwhethertosatisfythecorrespond-
ing demands. Where total number of rules is N, rule
weights are W1i(in the case that the corresponding de-
mand i is satisﬁed) and W2i(in the case that the corre-
sponding demand isn’t satisﬁed), and ﬂag is Si(if de-
mand i is satisﬁed then Si=0, otherwise Si=1), appli-
cation rate Lk of rule k is deﬁned as follow:
Lk =
W1k £ Sk + W2k £ (1 ¡ Sk)
PN
i+1(W1i £ Si + W2i £ (1 ¡ Sk)
When the demands are satisﬁed, rule application
rate changes dynamically by the above formula. As
showninFig. 6, whendemandAissatisﬁed, theweight
ofruleAbecomeszero, andruleapplicationratechanges.
Then rule B,C can be applied in high probabilities.
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Figure 6: Dynamic change of rule application rates
4 Anapplicationtopracticalproblems
4.1 Parameters of the proposed method
The proposed method was applied to a real large-scale
job shop problem with group constraints. The problem
has about 2000 jobs and 13 production lines.
Theexperimentwasexecutedwithonemaster(OS:
Windows2000, CPU:PentiumIV2.0GHz, MEMORY:
512 MB) and several slaves (OS: Windows 2000, CPU:
PentiumIV2.4GHz, MEMORY:512MB).Theweights
of evaluation function shown in Section 2.2 are set up
with WT = 1;WC = 5, and WR = 1.
Parameters used in parallel tabu search was deter-
mined as the following:
² The size of tabu list: k = 1
² Weights of ﬂexibility: Wf1 = 1000;Wf2 = 100;
and Wf3 = 0:1
² The size of tabu list in parallel tabu searches: T = 5
² The number of initial solutions: 2S = 10
² Search time: one hour
4.2 Evaluation of parallel tabu search
In order to conﬁrm effectiveness of the parallel tabu
search, two experiments were executed. One is the par-
allel tabu search by three slaves. The other is single
tabu searches with different random factors in which 3
slaves do not exchange solutions. The result is shown
in Table 1.
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search using data 2
Slave (Single)
1 2 3 Parallel
Result 1 13436 13774 14776 12218
Result 2 13961 13523 14628 12990
Result 3 12826 13589 14819 12200
In Table 1, the solution by parallel search is bet-
ter than the best solution of the three slaves in a single
search. In the results of another job data, it can be con-
ﬁrmed that the parallel search is superior to the single
search.
4.3 Evaluation of parameter tuning
Against 7 dispatching rules and 3 sets of job data, ex-
periments of parameter tuning were performed. Aver-
ages evaluation value of scheduled solutions of those 3
sets of job data by using the tuned application rates is
shown in Table 2. This tuning takes 18 hours. The last
and 6th repetition is the best.
The proposed method is compared to manual tune
made for one week. Both of tuned application rates are
applied to another 2 sets of job data for evaluate. The
average value of the proposed method and manual tune
are 9979 and 10097 respectively. It is also conﬁrmed
that the value of the proposed method is almost same
with experts’ one, but it is much better in tuning time.
Table 2: Average values of the evaluation function and
factors by automatic tuning
tuning evaluation man. group idle
times function time change periods
1 12029 6392 202 23
2 12086 6168 211 22
3 11803 6009 208 19
4 11790 5698 217 23
5 12135 6216 212 23
6 11313 5456 209 24
4.4 Evaluation of modiﬁcation
The experiment about calculation time was performed.
2 set of input demands are prepared. Fig. 7 shows
comparison of time applying the rules by constant rates
and applying rules by the proposed method.
The proposed method, decrease much calculation
especially against many demands. As a number of de-
mand increases, calculation time increases linearly in
theproposedmethod, whiletimeincreaseexponentially
in the constant probability. From these result, it can be
concluded that several interactive modiﬁcation can be
executed within one hour.
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5 Conclusion
In this research, for large-scale job shop problems with
groupconstraints, anintegratedschedulingsystemwith
tabu search is proposed. It consists of a basic schedul-
ing engine and a parallel scheduling, a parameter tun-
ing and a modiﬁcation modules.
Through several experimentations, it is conﬁrmed
that this integrated scheduling system can generate ﬁ-
nal solution which satisﬁes all constraints and humans
demands, and whose evaluation value is almost equal
to the experts’ one for two hours without human works
for setting time of rule application rates.
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